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THE SABBATH-REST OF 
THE MAKER OF ALL 
STANLEY L ]AKI 
Whatever problems a typical reader of Genesis 1 may have with its creation 
story, they rarely include a puzzlement about God's resting on the seventh day . 
Yet even on a little reflection that rest reveals the kind of anthropomorphism 
which all too often aggravates biblical parlance about God. Of course, the image 
of God taking a rest should seem inoffensive in comparison with the image of 
God who, according to the second creation story in Genesis 2-3, walks through 
the Garden of Paradise in the afternoon breeze and replaces with leather gar-
ments of His own making the loincloths with which Adam and Eve covered their 
sense of shame. If there is any human shortcoming involved in God's taking a 
rest on the seventh day, it is far less shocking than His pretending ignorance of 
why Adam and Eve felt ashamed on account of their nakedness. 
Still, if one is to give, however indirectly, a literal meaning to the assertion 
about God's taking a rest, it is impossible to avoid the inference that God some-
how got tired as He went through His six-day work. The slightest concession to 
anthropomorphism could then prompt one to picture God in the plainly anthro-
pomorphic posture of toiling and getting tired, distinct as His predicament could 
be from ordinary human exhaustion . 
A most effective antidote to the prompting to think that God is but a superior 
form of a human being is, of course, on hand in the Decalogue . There the very 
first commandment, which imposes the duty to worship no gods, only the true 
God, is bolstered by the prohibition of making graven images of Him: "You shall 
not carve idols for yourselves in the shape of anything in the sky above or on the 
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earth below or in the waters beneath the earth" (Exod . 20:4 ) . This prohibition, partly 
because its transgression entailed death as punishment, forcibly reminded even the 
most earthy Jew of the non-material nature of the true God. But if God was so differ-
ent from anything material, what could be the reason for the emphatic assertion that 
He ceased from His work of six days by taking a rest on the seventh? 
The reason has much to do with the justification of the Decalogue's third com-
mandment to turn every seventh day of the week into a holy day: "Remember to keep 
holy the sabbath day." A justification, and hardly a trivial one, is clearly necessary 
since the manner of fulfilling the commandment is outlined in severe details: "Six 
days you may labor and do all your work, but on the seventh day is the sabbath of the 
Lord, your God. No work may be done then either by you, or your son or daughter, 
or your male or female slave, or your beast, or by the alien who lives with you" 
(Exod. 20:8-10). Indeed, the justification given could not have been more exalted in 
character-the very example set by almighty God is invoked-"In six days the Lord 
made the heavens and the earth, the sea and all that is in them; but on the seventh 
day he rested. That is why the Lord has blessed the sabbath day and made it holy" 
(Exod. 20:11) . 
Clearly, one is faced here with a divine role model set for man. The point is made 
even more emphatically when God enjoins Moses to tell the Israelites that the sab-
bath-rest is both the expression of God's holiness and a means of making the people 
holy . Moreover, if the same rest is "an everlasting token" between Him and the peo-
ple, it is only because "in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, but on 
the seventh day he rested at his ease" (Exod. 31: 17). Last but not least, the serious-
ness of the command is conveyed by the threat that anyone desecrating the sabbath 
would be put to death and "if anyone does work on that day, he must be rooted out 
from his people" (Exod. 31:14). 
A rather different justification of the observance of the sabbath is given in the sec-
ond version of the Decalogue where only the prohibition to make one's slaves work 
on the sabbath is mentioned (Deut. 5:15). This difference is, of course, only one of 
the many that impose the conclusion that the Pentateuch was composed of different 
parts and over a long period of time. The justification of the sabbath rest with a refer-
ence to the example set by God may indeed have been formulated only in post-Exilic 
times. It could, of course, have circulated orally long before and the prohibition itself 
could very well be of Mosaic origin . But since that justification is strikingly similar to 
the concluding phrase of the first creation story, its dating can hardly be separated 
from the dating of that story . 
The dating of the first creation story, as given in Genesis 1 (actually Gen. 1:1-Gen. 
2:3), is in part conditioned by the fact that it starkly differs from the story of creation nar-
rated in Genesis 2 and 3. The latter story, because of its primitively narrative character, 
can readily be assigned to Mosaic times . But the very systematic character of the first cre-
ation story betrays the kind of reflection which coincides with later periods in literary 
development. However, regardless of how the various parts of the Pentateuch are dated, 
the results would not entail a reconsideration of the main conclusion in this essay. 
The usual reason for assigning Genesis 1 to post-Exilic times is its alleged depen-
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dence on Enuma elish, the Babylonian creation story. Recitals of that story had to be a 
familiar experience to the Jews in the Exile. But surely, the post-Exilic author of 
Genesis 1 showed a great originality in eliminating almost everything from that long 
and convoluted story in order to produce from it, if such was the case at all, his own 
story in Genesis 1. He kept nothing whatsoever of the long and bloody struggle in 
which Marduk had to engage before coming to the creation of the world. In that strug-
gle, vaguely symbolic as it could be of the conflict of physical forces or entities, such as 
sea water, fresh water and mist, Marduk first has to vanquish an armada of gods who 
rally behind Tiamat the great mother. Moreover, even after his victory Marduk has to 
use as raw material the chopped up parts of Tiamat's carcass for the formation of the 
various parts of the world. 1 Clearly, there is something unconvincing in Marduk's pro-
ducing the sky by his mere breath, a far cry from creation out of nothing. 2 
In Genesis 1 there is no trace of any butchery, any rivalry or any battle. No 
Leviathan there, no hint of a ChaoskampP-in short, no evidence of any exertion on 
God's part. God, in Genesis 1, produces everything with an ease which is not dis-
turbed by any competition or difficulty. That consummate ease makes it improper to 
think that God needed six days for doing His work, let alone for His resting on the 
seventh. Yet, God emphatically rests on completing His creative work on the seventh 
day. Here too the difference between Genesis 1 and Enuma elish is nothing short of 
monumental. The Babylonian story is neither structured on a seven-day week, nor 
does it come to an end with a rest. Rather, on concluding his world-making, Marduk 
begins a wild celebration with his troupe of victorious gods . Last but not least, in the 
Babylonian story humans are produced only for the purpose of providing the gods 
with slaves so that they may continue their carousings at leisure. 
This contrast between the endings of these two creation stories should alone dis-
credit efforts to make Genesis 1 appear as a borrowing from Babylonian lore . The idea 
of such a borrowing is not even bolstered by the fact that in Babylon the king, his 
magician, and his physician had to abstain from certain acts on the seventh day of 
each week of two particular lunar months, the Marchesvan and the intercalary month 
Elul. They must not eat food prepared with fire, must not ride in chariots, must not 
wear bright garments, and should not exercise authority ... But for the ordinary 
Babylonians life could go on as on any other day of sweat and toil. 
Herein lies a major difference with the Jewish sabbath as legislated in the terms set 
forth above. Also, the Jewish sabbath, unlike the Babylonian, was not fixed to the 
lunar month. There is no trace in Hamurabi's legislation about the obligation to forgo 
manual work on the seventh day of the week. 5 The Babylonian shabattu and shapattu 
are in all evidence unrelated to the Hebrew sabbath. The latter's uniqueness or origi-
nality has so far withstood all efforts to present it as a borrowing from other cultures. 
And the same holds true of Genesis 1 as a whole, although for reasons not necessarily 
identical with the widely received ones. 
One such reason relates to the first phrase of Genesis 1, which contains a detail 
unnecessarily and unjustifiedly turned into one of its distinctive elements . Th e detail 
is the verb bara, a verb made mysterious by countless exegetes. " They are , of course, 
right in saying that in all but five of the fifty or so of its occurrences in the Old 
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Testament, bara stands for an action performed by God. But not a few exegetes of that 
chapter were hardly justified in passing over in silence the fact that there are excep-
tions to such a use of bara. Moreover, the exceptions are not insignificant. Three of 
them, two in Joshua Uosh. 17:15 and 18), and one in Ezekiel (Ezek. 23:4 7), are note-
worthy partly because they are textually well attested readings. More importantly, the 
ones in Joshua and the one in Ezekiel are separated by six or seven centuries. In other 
words, they attest the permanence of the use of bara with a purely human connota-
tion-there is nothing divine in the act of cutting down trees on some hilltops, as 
commanded by Joshua . The same is true of the command of Ezekiel that the bodies of 
two women of ill repute, representing a faithless Judah and Israel, be cut to pieces. 
Tellingly, translators of Genesis 1 are very reluctant to render the first verse of 
Genesis 1 as, say, "In the beginning God has sundered the heavens [from] the earth."7 
Yet this is what would be required by a strict adherence to the basic meaning of bara. 
Instead, it has become a hallowed custom to render that verse as "In the beginning 
God made the heaven and the earth" which does less injustice to the etymology of 
bara than the phrase, "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth." 
After two thousand years of Christian theological reflection, the word creation can 
emphatically mean only creation out of nothing or creatio ex nihilo. This phrase was 
indeed formulated in early Christian times 8 because it was quickly realized that what 
Christians meant by creation differed enormously from the "creation" performed by 
Plato's demiourgos, let alone from what was on hand in crassly emanationist, pantheis-
tic cosmogonies. In all these the word creare (or its synonyms) could be used, but 
only insofar as it meant mere growth (crescere) from something already there, howev-
er embryonically or seminally. 
Creation out of nothing is, of course, a supremely effortless act, inasmuch as it 
totally eliminates all dependence on matter. As such it cannot mean the cutting 
through of any matter. Of such an absolutely effortless act of creation there is no trace 
in Genesis 1, free though that chapter is of any crude overtone in reference to a God 
who works, and performs indeed the greatest conceivable work, the creation of all. 
But the verb bara in the first verse of Genesis 1 still suggests, etymologically at least, 
that God cut through something, or sundered one part of a thing from another, as He 
created the all, a totality conveyed by a listing of its two main parts, or the heaven and 
the earth. 
That etymological connotation is much less evoked in the concluding phrase of the 
creation story. No reference to heaven and earth is made as God is said to have 
blessed the seventh day and made it holy because on that day God rested "from all his 
work which God in creating had made (barn)." The idea of sundering is only remotely 
present when the creation of man as male and female is reported in terms of bara in 
verse 27. The immediate context is the making of man in the image of God, where 
bara is used twice. 
It would, however , be rash to think that the eminence of man, being made in the 
image of God , called for the use of bara in order to convey an eminently divine action. 
For bara is used in connection with the creation of "the great sea animals and all that 
creeps, (having) a living soul , which swarmed in the waters according to its kind, and 
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every bird ( with) wing according to its kind ." By contrast the verb asa is used to 
denote the making of the obviously much more noble items-the sun, the moon, and 
the stars. By then asa had been used in reference to the making of the firmament 
( verse 7), the most noble part of the Hebrew world edifice . Again, asa is used in verse 
31, in reference to the totality of what God has made, in jarring dissonance with the 
use of bara in the first verse, where the making of the totality of things is stated. Asa is 
again used when the making of all land animals is mentioned (verse 25). The indis-
criminate occurrence of these two verbs in Genesis 1 might by itself discourage efforts 
to ascribe too readily to bara a status with a divine connotation. 
No wonder that in translating Genesis 1 into any modern language, scholars have 
rendered both bara and asa by the same verb, either to make or to create. The two 
Hebrew verbs are indeed synonymous to a high degree, whatever their etymological 
differences. Why then did bara earn the special distinction of being used, in the rest 
of the Old Testament, mostly in connection with an action performed by God? 
Genesis 1 alone makes it difficult to seek that tie in the relative nobility of the object 
of God's action. The stars, the moon, and the sun, to say nothing of the firmament, 
could, even if deprived of any divine status, still seem far nobler than whales and rep-
tiles, yet these lowly creatures and not those heavenly bodies were said to have been 
made in terms of bara. 
The answer for the almost invariable connection of bara with a divine action may 
lie in its etymology. Did not the act of slashing carry the connotation of performing 
something with ease? Analogy with the English idiom, to do something with a flour-
ish, comes to mind. Therefore the first verse in Genesis 1 may mean that "In the 
beginning God made with the utmost ease the heaven and the earth, that is, the totali-
ty of things." However, this point should not be pressed too much. It may be more 
appropriate to say that bara and asa were simply used for the sake of stylistic variety . 
As was noted above, the expression "heaven and earth" means the totality of 
things -or the universe. It should seem natural that if God is assigned any work, it 
should not be about some detail but about the whole. The work should have for its 
object the most encompassing work conceivable, the making of the all or the uni-
verse. Indeed, in three steps it is the idea of this totality which is conveyed in 
Genesis 1. After the general statement concerning the all (verse 1), the work of the 
second and third days conveys the same totality in terms of the principal parts of the 
whole or universe as known to the Hebrews . The whole or universe is a tent-like 
world-edifice, with the floor (the earth) and the roof (the firmament) as its principal 
parts. Plants come with the earth, because wherever there is moist soil, some vegeta-
tion invariably sprouts up. 
The same device is used to convey the notion of the all, or universe , in the work of 
the fourth and fifth days, which witness the production of the main particulars of the 
principal parts. The stars, sun, and moon are the main particulars of the roof of the 
cosmic tent, whereas the birds and the fish are the main particulars of the floor region 
(earth). In fact the author of Genesis 1 gives a hint of his full awareness of using the 
device in question as he summarizes God's action as follows: "Thus the heaven and 
the earth and all their array were completed. " The word arra y is a rendering of the 
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Hebrew cebaam (hosts) because of its closeness to cbi (ornament, glory) and therefore 
also translated as decor. Jerome rendered it as ornatus, which in turn provided the 
basis for summarizing the six-day work as opus divisionis and opus ornatus. Had it 
been translated, as it certainly could have been, as "particulars," its role in supporting 
the repeated assertion of totality as the objective of God's work would have sharply 
stood out. 
The stylistic device to convey the idea of the whole by the listing of its main parts 
is very common in biblical Hebrew. In the Psalms alone 9 one finds a plethora of uses 
of that device. That all people, or everybody, are meant is conveyed by such expres-
sions "low and high," "rich and poor," "little and great," "the just and the wicked" 
(Pss. 50, 114, 10). All beasts are meant by "wild and tame" (Ps. 148). All the time, or 
always, or all seasons, is the meaning of "day and night," "summer and winter," 
"evening, morning, and noon" (Pss. 1, 74, 55). All movements, all postures are meant 
by "coming and going," "to walk and to lie down" (Pss. 121 and 139). Psalm 148 is so 
much structured on this device of stating the whole by listing its main parts as to lend 
itself to be condensed in a few words: In the heavens/ everybody, everything/ on the 
earth/ everything/ everybody/ praise the lord! The similarity with the structure and 
method of Genesis 1 should seem obvious. 
The device, whereby the idea of totality is conveyed in terms of listing the parts, is 
a staple feature in classical as well as modern languages. Suffice to mention the Greek 
en ge hai thalassa, which is terra marique in Latin, and "on land and sea" in English, 
meaning "everywhere" in each case. In English, this device is on hand in the idiomat-
ic phrases, "lock, stock, and barrel" (the three main parts of a rifle), and "hook, line, 
and sinker" (three main parts of a fishing gear). Both mean a far greater totality than 
the entire rifle or the entire fishing equipment. 
Curiously, authors, old and new, of books on rhetoric do not pay sufficient atten-
tion to this very effective device which may best be called "totum per partes." 
Whenever they speak of merismos, those authors, beginning with Aristotle, have in 
mind rather the device of pars pro toto, which is to convey the idea of totality in terms 
of one principal part. Exegetes still have to produce a detailed study of the role which 
the totum per partes plays in the Bible as a means of conveying the idea of totality. 
The reliance in Genesis 1 on the device totum per partes should seem especially sig-
nificant in view of the surprising rarity of the use of the adjective hhol (all), a word 
which, in a context dealing with the all, could be expected to be a dominant feature.10 
Yet hhol occurs only in reference to the birds and reptiles, and to the plants that nour-
ish man . The only broader use of hhol occurs only at the end, in reference to the com-
pletion by God of all his work and to his resting from all his work. 
In Genesis 1 the stating of totality as the object of God's work hinges above all on 
the use of that stylistic device . It is free from that conceptual obfuscation which is the 
hallmark of explaining Genesis 1 in terms of myths and legends, both left studiedly 
undefined. It was not without good reason that Alfred Loisy, a modernist, who would 
have gladly found in Genesis 1 a legend, called it the most scholastic treatise in the 
entire Bible. 11 But that almost scholastically logical character of Genesis 1, anchored in 
the idea of the vastness or total character and of the unrestricted goodness of God's 
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work, remains genuinely biblical, riveted as it is in the biblical notion of the universe . 
This is why the firmament comes first , as a place closer to the throne of God than the 
ground, which logically should have come first. 
The land animals, which should have come with the fish and the birds as chief par-
ticulars of the ground area, come on the sixth day as a background to emphasize the 
superiority of man and woman over them. Adam conveys his superiority over the ani-
mals by naming them. The woman's superiority over the animals is conveyed by the 
fact that Adam finds no suitable mate for himself among them. 
By the sixth day it has been repeatedly stated that whatever God has made is good . 
The goodness, the perfection of God 's productivity, is expressed also in the fact that, 
as any accomplished architect, God too provides for a manager, for a steward . The 
perfection of God's work is further conveyed by the fact that , like all sensible archi-
tects, He too begins by providing light, before He does anything. By specifying the 
purpose of the sun to give light, Genesis 1 reveals much of the ambivalence of biblical 
parlance about light as a special substance, independent of the sun. 11 
Therefore one is entitled, in the context of Genesis 1 alone, to argue that the com-
ing of the light before anything else physical depends above all on the intention of the 
author of Genesis 1 to present God as a most reasonable worker. As such, God does 
what every skilled architect or contractor does-He begins by providing light for His 
work. (He also begins by having on hand the piled up building material-a perspec-
tive within which the presence of a primitive chaos [tohuvabohu] logically follows .) It 
makes no sense, that is, biblical sense, to get around the problem of the coming of vis-
ible light before the sun by searching in the words "Let there be light!" for a hint of 
invisible light as assured either in Maxwell 's electromagnetic radiation or in the 2. 7°K 
cosmic background radiation. It should now also be very clear why it is abusive to 
take, however furtively, Genesis 1 for a science textbook in cosmogenesis and biogen-
esis. It is rather sad that at times well-meaning and devout , first-rate scientists give 
support to that vagary., i 
Such an abuse of Genesis 1 did not begin with latter-day creationists . Inasmuch as 
creationism is an effort to find a concordance between Genesis 1 and the science of 
the day, practically all the church fathers, all the scholastics, all the reformers and 
counter-reformers, and all 18th- and 19th-century exegetes of Genesis 1 were guilty 
on that score. '4 It was not until 1900 or so that the haplessness of this situation began 
to dawn on leading exegetes. 
On the Catholic side, the dawn of awakening was epitomized by F. Hummelauer, 
professor of Old Testament exegesis at Gregorian University and co-editor of the 
series Cursus scripturae sacrae, to which he contributed the volume on Genesis . There 
at the end of his survey of the history of interpretations of Genesis 1 he exclaimed : 
"All is darkness and chaos , whence let light come forth at long last!"' 5 Hummelauer 
felt that there is a solution on hand if Genesis 1 is treated as a series of visions given 
to Moses . The question whether, among other things, the firmament , to say nothing 
of the flat earth, was real or merely visionary for Moses , remained unanswered by 
Hummelauer. Only by doing grave injustice to the very realistic diction of Genesis 1 
could one assume that the firmament and the upper waters were not real for the 
author of Genesis 1, be it Moses or whoever else. 
Dissatisfaction with concordist interpretations of Genesis 1 prompted H. Gunkel, 
on the Protestant side, to give a radically new direction to efforts to cope with that 
troublesome chapter. He did so, however, by insisting that Genesis 1 be treated as a 
legend, a myth, to be understood by aesthetic sensitivity. 10 Like many of his Protestant 
followers ( with G. von Rad being most influential among them) and, from the 1940s 
on, many Catholics as well, Gunkel failed to be specific on the crucial question: What 
is to be meant by legend and how can it be used in coping with the very realist par-
lance of the author of Genesis 1 about the external universe? Much less could he 
explain himself on the subject of aesthetic sensitivity, a very elusive and markedly 
subjective commodity. The question about the specific nature of a legend or myth was 
not, for instance, answered in Danielou's handwaving that the author of Genesis 1 
"used its material freely." 17 In fact, the systematic approach of that author, as outlined 
above, indicates that he did not feel at all free as to what to say and how to proceed. 
The world as he knew it, and his intent to put across the idea of cosmic totality, set 
for him a narrowly defined path for presenting his principal message. 
That message is the kind of key to Genesis 1 whereby it is unlocked from the fate-
ful grip of comparisons with science, old and new. That principal message is not that 
God created everything, not that He has full dominance over everything, not even that 
man was created in His image. Much less is the principal message that man has to be 
an ecologically minded steward of God's creation, if this message is there at all, and 
not merely read into it by some new-fangled ecological consciousness. 
In Genesis 1, as in any other well-written story, the principal message is disclosed 
at the very end. At the end of Genesis 1 God is said to have rested on the seventh day, 
after taking a general look at the completion of a work touching on all things. But this 
brings back the very first puzzle raised at the very start of this essay: Did God need a 
rest? Did He spend energy as He worked? 
Since both these questions ought to be answered, and for very clear biblical rea-
sons, in the negative, an explanation must be sought in a different direction. This 
direction readily offers itself as soon as one takes seriously the possibility, a most like-
ly one, that Genesis 1 is a post-Exilic document. The direction is not that very dubi-
ous one which is tied to the alleged similarity of Genesis 1 with Enuma elish, a story 
which the Jews could hear ad nauseam during their capitivity in Babylon. What really 
nauseated them was their being under cultural pressure to take the seventh day in the 
manner in which all others did-by toiling, selling, buying, and carousing. 
The immediately post -Exilic times witnessed the birth of modern Judaism, with a 
central emphasis on the sacredness of the sabbath rest . General neglect of the sabbath 
observance had already been singled out by Jeremiah as a sufficiently grave offense to 
bring down "unq uenchable fire" on the gates of Jerusalem, whereas its observance 
could assure that "it remain inhabited forever" Uer. 17:19-27) . In reciting the story of 
Israel's infidelity, Ezekiel mentions the habitual breaking of the sabbath and lets God 
recall : "I also gave them my sabbaths to be a sign between me and them, to show that 
it was I, the Lord , who made them holy" (Ezek. 20:12). 
In spite of such prophetic utterances, and in spite of the agonizing lessons of the 
Captivity, the observance of the sabbath left much to be desired among the Remnant, 
whatever the meticulous observance on the part of some. Among the latter were those 
who, in the Maccabean wars, refused to defend themselves when attacked on the sab-
bath, a policy which had to be corrected (1 Mace. 2:31-41) . No corrective action 
stemmed the trend which is codified in the section "Shabbath" of the Mishna. There 
among the "forty save one" works prohibited are not only sowing, ploughing, thresh-
ing, building, pulling down, and similar patently heavy manual works, but also "mak-
ing two loops, weaving two threads, separating two threads . .. writing two letters, eras-
ing in order to write two letters . .. and taking out aught from one domain into anoth-
er." Concerning the latter class of work, among the forbidden minute amounts to be 
moved was the mere drop of oil sufficient to rub the little toe of a one-day old child. 1~ 
More serious trangressions were the target of Nehemiah 's animated pleas on behalf 
of the holiness of the sabbath which he saw threatened by the mercantile pressures of 
profit-making. In denouncing them in eight verses (Neh . 13:15-22), practically the 
grand finale of the historical books in the Hebrew Bible, Nehemiah pronounces eleven 
times the word sabbath. This makes those eight verses well-nigh unique in the entire 
Bible with respect to the sabbath and helps one to understand why its observance 
became so central in the formation of post-Exilic Judaism. 
Since in that formation Nehemiah played a central part, it may not seem unjusti-
fied to connect the redaction of Genesis 1 with his highly-charged concern for the 
sacredness of the sabbath. This may also explain the amplification of older texts of 
Exodus with verses, already quoted, that tie the command about the sabbath obser-
vance to God's rest following his act of creation . Such may have been also the context 
of the addition of various specifics concerning works prohibited on the sabbath . 
Given at a time when the people lived a nomadic life in the desert , the original Mosaic 
legislation could hardly contain all the restrictive details on hand in Exodus 20 which 
is most likely a priestly recension. Most importantly, the obligatory character of those 
details could be greatly strengthened by a parable in which Almighty God acts as a 
role model for resting on the seventh day . 
Reading Genesis 1 as a parable does not turn it into a legend or a myth . The closer 
the ties between parables and reality, the more powerful the message . This is why , for 
instance, the parable of the sower is so effective in its moral message. Genesis 1 would 
lose much of the effectiveness of its essentially moral message, given in terms of God as 
a role model for observing the sabbath, if one were to take lightly the realism of its 
worldview. That view is about the all, as seen by pre-modern man. But, and here comes 
the biblical saving grace for Genesis 1, that all is merely a reminder that there may be 
an immensely larger all, not yet known by man, and ultimately known only to God. 
In this age, when breakthroughs in scientific cosmology are announced every other 
month, it is well to recall that scientific cosmologists can never be sure that they deal 
with the strict totality of things, as they deal with a vast aggregation of galaxies. While an 
infinite universe was always a sheer extrapolation, never to be viewed from the outside 
by scientific observers, the finite Einsteinian universe too precludes its scientific verifica-
tion by external observation . The all, the Universe writ large, remains even in this scien-
tific age the object of an inference, and not a strictly verifiable scientific object. 1'' 
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The same difference exists in the Bible between the all known by man at a particu-
lar time and the all known by God . Awareness of this has telling instances in the 
Bible . Hanna 's exclamation (1 Sam. 2:3) about an all-knowing God witnesses that 
awareness within the common ranks of the people . On a socially much higher level, 
there is a similar, though equally spontaneous, instance on hand in Mordecai 's prayer 
where the inference to an all which may surpass the "heaven and earth " lurks 
between the lines: "You made heaven and earth and every wonderful thing under the 
heavens. You are Lord of all , and there is no one who can resist you, Lord. You know 
all things" (Esther 4C:4-5). Against this background, Esther 's own exclamation, "you 
know all things! " may readily appear in its true perspective . Also in post-Exilic times, 
Susanna takes refuge in the fact that the eternal God knows not only all that is hidden 
but "all things before they come into being " (Dan . 14:42). These exemplary members 
of the Jewish people had, in speaking of the all known to God, immensely more in 
mind than the all that needed to be known about their own particular case . They had 
in mind that all which it was the privilege of the Almighty to know, an all that could 
only be approximated, and very remotely at that, by the ever-growing grasp of man's 
knowledge about things and events. 
Had that difference been kept in mind by those learned in biblical lore, much bene-
fit would have been derived both in Jewish and in Christian circles. Among Jews, a 
barrier would have been set against hairsplitting, so prevalent in Talmudic and 
Midrashic comments on Genesis 1, concerning physical details of the world-making 
as described in Genesis 1. 20 The presence of such a barrier would have channelled 
mental energies for using the sabbath-rest as a spiritual immersion in the meaning of 
creation. The depths of that immersion were far from being fathomed when 
Maimonides registered a by then staple view that God commanded resting on the sab-
bath so that the truth of creation might be pondered and gratefulness for God's kind-
ness be rekindled. 11 
The stifling regulations of Mishnah cast their shadows even when a truly deep per-
spective was voiced. A case in point is the Horeb by Samson Raphael Hirsch, chief 
rabbi in Oldenburg in the 1830s. He viewed the sabbath as a weekly reminder for man 
about the ever possible misuse of his creative abilities: "What was there to safeguard 
the world against man? What safeguard that man in his position of honour would not 
forget God; that he would not look upon the world, which had been entrusted to him 
to govern according to God 's will , as his own property; that in his controlling power 
over the things around him he would not regard himself as master; and that he would 
not live in God 's world solely according to his human will? " The safeguard was the 
sabbath-rest. This meant that "even the smallest work done on the Sabbath is a denial 
of the fact that God is the Creator and Master of the world. " However, the work was 
not ph ys ical exe rtion as such , but any work , however minutely physical which 
involved a "con structive exercise " of one 's intellect: "If you have engendered, without 
the slight est exertion , even the small est change in an object for human purposes , then 
you have profaned the Sabbath , flouted God , and undermined your calling as Jew." 
And as if to opp ose all temptations of mod ernity , Rabbi Hirsch explicitly specifies 
man's "tech nical skill " that assis ts man's spirit so that he may master the world as the 
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operation to be utterly set aside on the sabbath. By the sabbath-rest man restores the 
world to God and acknowledges that his own authority over it stands in subjection to 
Him. 12 
The shift from the last day of the week to the first in the Christian context entailed 
also a liberation from stifling prohibitions. In line with this, Jerome introduced the 
distinction between servile and non-servile work as the true meaning of the Mosaic 
legislation concerning the sabbath-rest. Also, the doctrine of Christ's resurrection 
included a cosmic perspective on the sabbath-rest, as the pledge of the final restora-
tion of all, a process to which the Christian could rightly contribute, especially with 
culturally creative work. More recent theological reflections on the resurrection of 
Christ contain indeed renewed awareness of its ties to the first creation, brought to a 
close by God's resting on the seventh day. n 
There are indeed good reasons for believing that a deeper understanding of the 
sabbath-rest would help to put the six-day creation story in its true perspective-it is 
a parable with the primary purpose of setting up God as a model in the role of resting 
after a six-day work. But precisely because the resting is done by God, it symbolizes 
full spiritual activity. As such it can and should be imitated by man through concen-
trating on spiritual matters while refraining from all sorts of slaving, toiling and busy-
bodying. 
Had Genesis 1 been seen in this perspective ( which is very different from the per-
spective of the various steps of His world-making), the lures of concordism might 
have been resisted from the start, that is, from the late second century that saw the 
work of the first Christian apologists. The lure was the temptation to have the world-
view of Genesis 1 appear to be in conformity with the light which scientific work-
first Aristotelian-Ptolemaic, then Copernican, afterwards Newtonian and Laplacian, 
and in our times Einsteinian and post-Einsteinian-provides about the physical 
world. For all their awareness of the dangers of that lure, a Basil and an Augustine 
nevertheless tended to yield to it. The result was a by now two-thousand-year-long 
bungling with Genesis 1, which brings only discredit to the message about salvation 
and provides endless grist to the mill of scoffers, of ten taking cover with copious ref-
erences to science. 
Most importantly, concordist interpretations of Genesis 1 greatly distract from its 
principal message, which is to see in the Maker of All a role-model for making the 
sabbath holy . It may be best left for Orthodox Jewish scholars to articulate this con-
nection without imposing prohibitions such as , for instance , the stopping of elevators 
on the sabbath. As to Christians , their refocusing on that role-model would dampen 
their enthusiasm for being busy with all sorts of manual projects on weekends. Few 
factors would indeed counter so effectively the runaway secularization not merely of 
life but of the lives of Christians as well, than their devout consideration that the 
Maker of All had set for them the pattern to follow. 
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